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Farmington - Westfarms Mall

Our Design Specialists can provide complimentary one-on-one decorating advice.

Schedule a consultation with our registry experts and we'll help you create the perfect registry.



Discount not valid on items on promotion, clearance, back orders, the Everyday Value Collection, PB Apartment, the Emily & Meritt Collection,
the Monique Lhuillier Collection, the Jamie Durie Collection, Design Crew Basics, custom rugs or window shades. 

Other exclusions: leather and upholstered sofas, sectionals and armchairs. Game tables & chairs, ceiling fans, Leesa Mattress, Hart Dining
Table, Upland Desk, Humanscale, Simple Human, Travel Scales, Aquis Hair Towel, towel warmers, SLIP Eye Mask, all faucets, Mighty Purse,

jukeboxes, Audio Pro, Google, Nest, Beoplay, Sonos, humidifiers, heaters, Jasmine Aroma Diffusers, fans, Kolo albums, Aura frames, select pet
accessories, Marble Addition, Barton Collection, Eton Collection, game table covers, Melrose table lamp, Alder pub table, Lombard Dining

Table, Burwell bar cart. 

Offer cannot be applied to previous purchases or combined with any other offer; additional exclusions may apply. Offer not valid at Pottery
Barn Outlets, Pottery Barn Kids or PBteen. Offer subject to change at any time. US orders only. 

*Promotional Exclusions: Offers may not be combined with any other coupons, discounts or offers including associate discounts, mall
coupon books and military discounts. Promotions are subject to changes. Exclusions may apply. Click here for details. 

Sale quantities are limited and all sales final on items with prices ending in $.97 or $.99. Offers are valid in the US only and prices are listed in
US dollars. Promotions and sale pricing not valid on items delivered by our in-home delivery services, previous purchases, gift cards, taxes,
monogramming, shipping or processing charges, and may not be combined with any other coupons, discounts or offers including associate
discounts, mall coupon books and military discounts. Promotions are subject to change at any time. Offers not valid at PBteen, Pottery Barn
Kids, or Pottery Barn Outlet unless explicitly stated and cannot be sold or otherwise bartered. Print or show this email on your mobile device

to redeem discounts in store. 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, add PotteryBarn@mail.PotteryBarn.com to your address book. 
Click here to unsubscribe or manage your email preferences. Click here to read our privacy policy. 
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